Reviewing and Negotiating Technology Transfer Agreements

Description: Course Overview

Licensing agreements are frequently used by commercial entities and public or quasi public bodies for the development of new business prospects and for cross-border expansion. This two-day seminar will give practical advice on the legal and commercial considerations essential for securing a successful deal.

It offers a comprehensive overview of all the key matters to be considered - by the licensor and the licensee - when dealing with international licensing agreements generally and in particular when handling manufacture under licence and technology transfer agreements.

This seminar is not jurisdiction specific and is therefore ideal for those working both in the UK and overseas.

Why you should attend

What are the key objectives of this seminar?

By attending this course you will:

- Understand how to critically review the terms in an international licensing agreement
- Learn how assess the benefits and concerns of the contracting parties under an international licensing agreement
- Gain knowledge of EU law governing international licensing agreements
- Be able to draft and negotiate key terms in an international licensing agreement more effectively
- Find out how to negotiate royalty rates more efficaciously
- Appreciate and be able to better advise on cross-jurisdictional concerns and key terms

This course qualifies for the following CPD programmes:

- Solicitors Regulation Authority

* Please note, events may be cancelled due to commercial or organisational reasons. In this case Research and Markets will refund all registration fees which have already been paid. Research and Markets will not refund any charges arising from the participant having to cancel or re-book transportation or accommodation which he or she has arranged.
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